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Chapter 431: stop 

"This black air current..." The Void Zerg clone looked at the endless black air current deep in the 

darkness, his eyes flickering. 

"Is there a problem?" Wang Yi hesitated. 

The ancient chin secret realm is where the Lord of the Blood Cloud is located, and the Lord of the Blood 

Cloud is a mountain guest. It is normal to make some special guards and defenses in this lair. Wang Yi 

has no confidence that he can be unconscious with the Void Zerg clone. sneak into. 

"Domain treasures can't be used either, otherwise it will easily cause too much movement. Isn't this 

telling the people of the ancient chin secret realm that I have arrived?" 

Wang Yi shook his head, "It's better to sneak in quietly, hoping to accomplish the goal before attracting 

the attention of the mountain visitors." 

Wang Yi didn't hesitate anymore, and directly let the Void Zerg cast its talented secret "domain" and 

teleport quickly. 

Move in the direction where the sense of calling comes. 

And at this moment, in the endless darkness, a behemoth suddenly opened his eyes, looked in a certain 

direction, and made a rumbling sound in his mouth. 

"Outsider?" 

A huge figure slowly emerged in the darkness. 

It was a black spar giant with a height of a million kilometers. He had six huge arms, each holding a huge 

red sledgehammer. 

This is the famous "Lord of Dark Sky" in the universe! 

There are some extremely powerful and special beings in the ancient chin secret realm, among which 

the "Black Sky Lord" is a top cosmic overlord that can rival the strongest world tree. 

It is a unique mountain giant! 

The level of life gene is rumored to be 8,000 times, and the six-handled hammers he holds are all high-

ranking treasures, with his talent secret... even more incredible. 

"He seems to be heading towards the master's palace, so he can't let him pass to disturb the master." 

Heitian lord's huge pupils showed evil spirits, and then the figure began to move, turning into a dark 

stream of light, flashing the king at an astonishing speed. Yi rushed over here. 

It was also a teleport, but the Lord Black Sky quickly rushed to the place where Wang Yi was about to 

pass, relying on his familiarity with the terrain. 

Wang Yi made another teleport and appeared in a void, suddenly his heart moved, and he suddenly 

turned his head to look in one direction. 
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Om~~ The entire space is blocked by a powerful force. 

"Boom!" With a loud sound, a huge figure instantly appeared from the endless darkness, rushing directly 

to Wang Yi, "Foreign race, this is not where you should be!" The voice rolled through the darkness at an 

astonishing speed. 

Wang Yi saw it clearly, his eyes condensed. 

"Lord Black Sky!" 

Sitting on the mountain...or the Lord of the Blood Cloud sat down one of the three top cosmic 

hegemons! At the same time, it is also a special life, very difficult, even if Wang Yi wants to kill it, it is 

very difficult. 

His one-million-kilometer divine body is already comparable to the Yanxing Giant Beast. 

Moreover, the genetic level has reached 8000 times, which belongs to the kind of special life that is 

extremely against the sky. 

In terms of strength, it is not far from the Lord of the universe. Relying on the divine body, even if some 

universe masters wanted to kill it, it was very difficult. 

"Lord Hei Tian found me so soon!" Wang Yi frowned, and looked at the lord Hei Tian who was 

approaching quickly, "However, this is also in my expectation. Since I can't sneak in, then Quickly defeat 

the Lord Black Sky, and then use the fastest speed to go to the Blood Cloud Palace!" 

Ordinary strong people, even if the Lord of the universe breaks in front of the Blood Cloud Palace, it is of 

no use, because the Blood Cloud Palace has the owner, it is almost impossible to take away, and cannot 

break the palace and enter, so the mountain guest can feel relieved. Leaving, and hurried back quickly 

when other strong men broke into here. 

And Wang Yi's goal is not the Blood Cloud Palace, so as long as he goes to the Blood Cloud Palace 

position, even if he succeeds, there is no need to entangle the mountain guest. 

"Lord Hei Tian, I just happened to pass by and have no intention of fighting against you. Don't stop me!" 

Wang Yi shouted. 

"Foreign race, get out, get out of here!" Lord Heitian didn't listen to Wang Yi's words at all, and his six 

arms swung a huge red sledgehammer, roaring towards him. 

"I don't know what it is! Then defeat you first!" Wang Yi also pulled out the **** saber behind his back, 

suddenly, endless evil spirits surged out. 

"kill!" 

The two sides approached quickly. 

The body of Wang Yi's avatar of the Void Zerg also instantly grew larger. In the blink of an eye, it turned 

into a bizarre humanoid creature with wings and two tails behind its golden scale armor, a pair of silvery 

white eyes with cold eyes. Gaze at Lord Black Sky. 

Lord Black Sky suddenly let out a crazy roar. 



"Om!" 

I saw the black spar of the lord Heitian suddenly showed golden secret patterns on the surface, and 

countless golden secret patterns spread all over the chest and back of his black crystal divine body... 

All of a sudden, the surrounding space began to tear and spin, making Wang Yi feel as if a black hole had 

appeared out of thin air! 

Following the crazy roar, the six-handed hammers in the hands of the Lord Heitian smashed one after 

another, and each black hammer was driven by a special secret method and combined with the "innate 

secret method" to form six black space vortices visible to the naked eye. 

"boom!" 

Directly bombard Wang Yi. 

And Wang Yi was even more straightforward. The sword that had become tens of thousands of 

kilometers long was slashed directly, and the terrible evil aura was instantly diffused, and the **** 

sword light condensed into substance. It seemed that a simple knife was actually a terrifying secret 

technique. . 

With the shock of evil spirits, the figure of Lord Hei Tian obviously hesitated for a moment, and the 

coordination of the attack was also broken. 

At this moment, the weapons of the two sides collided. 

"boom…" 

Regarding the purity of the divine power, both of them are cosmos venerables! 

Regarding the level of life genes, the Lord of Dark Sky is 8000 times higher than that of Wang Yi, who is 

10081 times higher than Lord of Dark Sky. 

On the amplitude of divine power, the two sides are almost the same! 

Regarding the level of the secret technique, Wang Yi displayed the peak secret technique of the Lord of 

the Universe, and the combination of the black sky lord's attack secret method and the talent secret 

technique was also close to the level of the pinnacle secret technique of the Lord of the Universe. 

But when it comes to the treasure, there is a huge gap between the two sides! 

Wang Yi’s is the Supreme Supreme Treasure Knife, or the top grade among them, plus the shock of evil 

spirits, it can be said that the power is amazing! 

And Heitian Lord is only six high-level treasure weapons, even if they add up, they can't compare to a 

top-level treasure weapon. 

And he is wearing a high-grade armor. 

Arcana armors, ranging from ordinary treasures, advanced treasures, top treasures, and peak treasures, 

are generally weakened to one ten thousandths, but with different tolerance limits. 



Only some of the extremely high-end and rare among the pinnacle treasures can be weakened to one 

hundred thousandths. 

The gap that was not a big one at first was immediately widened by the Supreme Treasure. 

"Peng!!" 

The dazzling **** war knife slashed directly, and the mighty six black space vortexes completely 

collapsed in an instant, followed by the **** war knife and slammed into the black sky lord's chest. 

"Bang..." Lord Hei Tian was directly smashed by the knife and flew away, rolling in the darkness before 

standing. 

"Wow..." 

The surrounding space of hundreds of millions of kilometers in this divine collision has already collapsed 

and disintegrated instantly, broken, and fragile into a stream of particles, and the endless stream of 

particles gradually began to condense and recover again. 

Lord Hei Tian looked at his chest, felt the extent of the annihilated divine body, his face changed slightly, 

and he looked at the Void Zerg clone on the opposite side with a trace of jealousy in his eyes. 

Just now, the power of the blade of the Void Zerg completely penetrated the black sky lord's paramount 

armor top defense, and instantly annihilated a large number of his divine bodies. 

If it is a duel between two strong players of the same level, UU reading www. uukanshu.com weapons 

and armor are at the same level, so the damage is almost the same. 

If one uses a high-level treasure weapon and the other uses a top-level treasure armor, the attack with 

the weapon will be greatly weakened. 

The reverse is also true. One uses top-level Arcane weapons and the other uses high-level Arcane armor, 

so the armor's weakening of damage will be reduced. 

Wang Yi's use is the Supreme Treasure weapon. Even if Wang Yi only activates a trace of power, he can 

still increase his combat power in conjunction with the Supreme Treasure itself. It is easy to break the 

defense of the Dark Sky Lord's Treasure Armor, which will cause him great damage. harm. 

If it weren't for the huge divine body of the Lord Hei Tian, he might have been hit hard by this sword if 

he replaced it with the top cosmic overlord of ordinary humans. 

"Foreign race, you are very powerful, I can't beat you, but this is not where you should have come, I 

advise you, if you don't want to fall, leave quickly." Hei Tian lord buzzed, turned around, huge divine 

body Turn into streamer and dive directly into the endless darkness. 

Wang Yi looked at the direction he was leaving, silently thrusting the sword back into his back. 

Chapter 432: Blood Cloud Bead 

Wang Yi sat and watched Lord Heitian leave, and did not stop or chase him down. 

First, this is not the purpose of Wang Yi's visit this time. 
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The second is that the lord of the black sky is under the command of the lord of the blood cloud palace, 

and the lord of the blood cloud palace is the mountain guest, there is no need to anger the mountain 

guest. 

"Also, I can defeat him, but with a body of a million kilometers... It is too difficult to kill him." It is too 

difficult to kill the "Black Sky Lord" with a **** body of a million kilometers in purity and purity. , As long 

as the Lord of Dark Sky retreats in the face of difficulties. 

"However, even if you don't use the ultimate master of the universe, with the **** knife and my current 

strength, it is easy to defeat the top universe overlord." Wang Yi secretly said in his heart. 

"My divine body is very close to the lord of the universe, and it's almost the same." 

Breaking from the Lord of the Universe to the Lord of the Universe, the divine body has soared a 

hundred times before. 

That is to say... the weakest Lord of the universe, the strength of the divine body is equivalent to the 

"life gene ten thousand times" of the universe venerable! 

Divine body is equivalent. 

Will consciousness is also the master of the universe! 

The secret method too! 

"Plus I have the secret method of mastering the time and space talent... No one would doubt that I am 

the master of the universe." Wang Yi smiled. 

To control time and space, you can suppress your opponents through the control of time and space. It 

can also reverse time and space to resurrect some other cosmic lords, immortality, and so on! 

And the battle at the master level of the universe, the mighty power goes against the sky...The restraints 

that control the time and space of one side can't affect the battle at that level at all, and control the 

time and space of one side is only to suppress the weak. 

"In addition, there are huge divine bodies, the apex treasures of Jie Jia, original soul, **** sword... even 

in the Lord of the universe, I should not be weak." 

"Only my perception of the secret method and the law is my flaw!" Wang Yi also noticed it. 

Although the master of the universe created by himself is extremely fascinating, it cannot be copied. 

However, the level of law perception still stays at the venerable level, that is, between the fourth and 

fifth levels of the Way of the Beast God. 

"At present, it is almost impossible to improve my strength in other areas. What I have to do is to 

improve my level of law perception and create a stronger Ultimate Secret Method of the Lord of the 

Universe!" Wang Yi smiled slightly. 

"There are 64 beast gods carved, with the strongest talent and perfect secret pattern, there is the heart 

of the beast god, and there is a tower of Tongtian... It may be difficult for other strong people to create 

a secret method, and it takes a lot of time, but I should be able to do it faster. " 



"Now, comprehend a series of fusion laws as soon as possible, and reach the realm of the master of the 

universe!" 

"As long as I truly step into the Lord of the Universe, create fifth and sixth-order secret methods, and 

rely on the treasures around me, in the primitive universe, I will be fearless. Even the strongest person 

in the universe will never take me anymore. no way." 

Wang Yi is very clear about the road to be taken in the future. 

The law of perception. 

Create secrets! 

Get the treasure! 

Wang Yi looked into the dark void, where a strong sense of calling came from. 

"Move quickly and sign in as soon as possible." 

Wang Yi didn't dare to hesitate, he might show up if he moves slowly. 

brush! 

Wang Yi's figure flashed, and he teleported away. 

... 

And in the distance, deep in darkness. 

Lord Hei Tian and another tiny figure on his body were also arguing. 

"Heitian, what are you doing, you don't actually stop that alien race, he is now moving towards the 

master's hall, what if he disturbs the master?" 

"No, Yinqiu, I am not his opponent. His strength is stronger than mine, and the sword in his hand is very 

terrifying. Not only can it interfere with my consciousness, but my precious armor can't defend against 

the attack of that sword at all, you know. In the battle just now, did that knife erode me how much 

divine body?" 

"How much?" Yin Qiu also felt something wrong, and asked. 

Lord Black Sky said a number in a low voice. 

"What?" Yin Qiu was also shocked when he heard it. 

The Lord Black Sky is a **** body that is a million kilometers high, and the size of the **** body is 

hundreds of millions of times the size of the **** body that is less than ten meters in height for ordinary 

venerables. 

Venerable Yinqiu was silent for a while, but he knew that Lord Hei Tian was wearing a high-level 

supreme armor, which had been eroded by the opponent with so many divine bodies. Replaced by 

himself, the divine body was much smaller than Lord Hei Tian, maybe serious injuries were possible. . 

"The other party is so terrible, is it the Lord of the universe?" Venerable Silver Qiu thought to himself. 



"His sword is very terrifying. I suspect that it is at least the top treasure, and he shouldn't give his full 

strength, otherwise my divine body will definitely lose more... His strength is very close to the Lord of 

the universe, and once contacted, I can't match it at all. "The Lord Black Sky said, "You are the same, so 

our blockade is useless." 

"Is it okay to add thorns?" Venerable Yinqiu frowned. 

The Hallmaster of Blood Cloud occupied nearly one-sixth of the "Ancient Chin Secret Realm", and there 

were many special beings. Among them, there were three top cosmic hegemons, the Lord of Dark Sky, 

the Lord of Silver Qiu, and the Lord of Thorn Crow. 

The Lord of Dark Sky has the largest divine body and the highest genetic level, but the other two top 

universe overlords are not small. 

The three top universe hegemons add up, this is an extremely terrifying force. 

In addition, the "Ancient Chin Secret Realm" is remote and desolate, with no treasures. Other universe 

masters will not come here deliberately. It is nothing to hide a palace in such a vast area. This is why no 

one has found blood for so many years. The reason why Yundian is located. 

"No, he is so strong, even if we stop it, it is difficult to stop it." Lord Hei Tian was very calm. 

"Let him go, he doesn't know whether to live or die. When he sees his master and disturbs his master, 

his fall will be his fate." 

Wang Yi's Void Zerg clone teleported at an astonishing speed, following the strong sense of summoning, 

and advancing quickly in the dark. This time, no one came to stop him deliberately. 

"Hurry up, hurry up, before the mountain guest appears." 

At such an astonishing speed, Wang Yi soon saw a corner of a huge palace faintly appearing in the black 

fog in the distance. 

The extremely majestic palace, the whole body glowing blood red, only the exposed corner is incredible. 

"Blood Cloud Palace!" Wang Yi's eyes flashed brightly. 

He teleported and appeared at the front entrance of the palace. 

The shape of the gate of the palace looks ordinary, but it exudes endless pressure. There are three 

extremely complicated scripts on the gate of the palace. Although it is unrecognizable, the meaning of 

these three words is directly conveyed in the mind-blood cloud. temple! 

"Sure enough, it is the Blood Cloud Palace." 

The Hall of Blood Clouds has a great reputation among the super powers of the billions of races in the 

universe, but wherever the Hall of Blood Clouds crosses, there is an ocean of killing! 

The Lord of the Blood Clouds has a strange personality, and even because he sees a certain strong man 

not pleasing to the eye, he will directly kill the strong man’s lair, or even the hinterland of some ethnic 

borders... he just wants to kill the target! 



Although the Lord of the Blood Cloud is alone, his strength is extremely strong, and there are two 

masters of the universe who have fallen into his hands! The overlord of the universe is even more scary 

However, the origin of the Hallmaster of Blood Cloud? identity? Which ethnic group is it from? Real 

strength? Everything is unknown! 

evil! madman! powerful! mystery! This is the Hallmaster of Blood Cloud! 

But of course Wang Yi knew that ~www.mtlnovel.com~ the Lord of the Blood Cloud was disguised as a 

mountain guest, in order to create an identity as a public enemy of the universe for future disciples to 

hone. 

The only thing that puzzled Wang Yi was that the Blood Cloud Palace Master killed endlessly and 

offended almost the entire universe. The only thing that didn't provoke was the human race. 

"Maybe it has something to do with the original ancestor?" Wang Yi guessed, and then put this idea 

behind him. The most important thing for him now is to sign in. 

As for the Blood Cloud Palace, he won’t go in. The “Blood Cloud Palace” is a flying palace-like treasure. 

The most important thing is that of the mountain guest. If he enters, he may not be able to get out. Isn’t 

this for the mountain guest to catch turtles in the urn? . 

"Sign in." 

[Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward the ‘Blood Cloud Bead’. 】 

At the same time, on the outer battlefield, Star Tower, an old man with antlers felt a little bit, his eyes 

deep as if he looked at the layers of time and space, and looked towards the Blood Cloud Palace. 

Chapter 433: 9 tribulations! 

"Blood Cloud Bead!" Wang Yi's eyes were surprised. 

The purpose of his coming here this time is one for the Secret Book of the Nine Tribulations, and the 

second is for this special purpose "Blood Cloud Orb". 

Wang Yi looked at the sign-in panel, and a blood-red bead had appeared there. 

The'Blood Cloud Orb' is a relatively special treasure made by the mountain guest. 

It will change your soul breath, and even disguise your armor, no one can recognize you. 

Wang Yi murmured: "Blood cloud bead." When he turned his hand, a blood-red bead appeared in his 

hand. A trace of divine power quickly wrapped the blood cloud bead and a trace of it had penetrated. He 

immediately recognized the master, and at the same time The information flowed into Wang Yi's 

consciousness, telling him how to use this treasure. 

The function of "Blood Cloud Bead" is very special and weird. 

The breath and coercion are all released by the blood cloud beads! Even it can change the structure of 

the divine body, from one life form to another through the blood cloud beads, but its strength will not 

be affected in the slightest! 
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And it can camouflage armor, very magical. 

And Wang Yi’s unusual blood cloud bead is even more special. It can even transform the divine body into 

a fixed structure that he wants to set according to his ideas, and disguise it as a treasure... So in addition 

to the "Blood Cloud Palace Master", it can also be Pretending to be the appearance of other lives, no 

matter who it is, it can't be seen through. 

In order to refine a blood cloud orb, Zuoshanke even killed a cosmic master, which shows its 

preciousness. 

Wang Yi said with joy, "With the Blood Cloud Orb and the disguise of the Void Zerg, it should be difficult 

for anyone in the universe to easily discover my true identity." 

... 

"Teacher, what's the matter?" Puti asked, perceiving the teacher's strangeness. 

"I was intruded into the hall of the ancient chin secret realm. I will go back and deal with it first. You stay 

here. If Luo Feng wakes up, inform me immediately." Said the guest. 

"Yes, teacher." Puti also knew another identity of the mountain guest, and said inwardly, "Someone 

dared to break into the teacher's hall, it's really not afraid of death." 

The guest sitting on the mountain glanced at Luo Feng who was still inheriting the palace, with a hint of 

expectation in his eyes, "Little guy, don't you let me down." 

The longer Luo Feng persisted, the greater his expectation of Luo Feng. 

In order to select the third suitable disciple, Zuoshanke didn't know how much effort he put in and how 

many years he had to wait. 

The mountain guest took a deep look at Luo Feng, and then disappeared out of thin air. 

Puti continued to wait beside Luo Feng, silently waiting. 

Outside the Star Tower. 

An old man with a height of nearly 100,000 kilometers appeared out of thin air wearing an ordinary cyan 

battle armor, crystal twin horns, and there were many powerful people of various races around, but no 

one could spot the Zaishan guest. 

The guest sitting on the mountain looked at the direction of the Blood Cloud Palace, "It has been so 

many years, this is the first time someone has broken into my palace, let me see who you are." 

... 

In the Hall of Blood Clouds, Wang Yi was still signing in. 

"hurry up." 

"hurry up." 

Wang Yi was also a little worried. 



He had to be anxious, Zuo Shan Ke must have arranged in the Blood Cloud Palace, and with special 

beings such as Lord Black Sky, Zu Shan Ke must have known his arrival. 

What he played was actually a time difference. 

And in the darkness in the distance, special beings such as Lord Hei Tian are also watching. 

"That alien, what are you doing?" 

"do not know." 

"Follow him, he can't take the master's hall away at all. If he dares to break in, it's a dead end." 

"The master is about to appear, he is dead." 

At this moment, a reminder like the sound of nature appeared in Wang Yi's mind. 

[Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and rewards the ‘seventh, eighth, and ninth 

calamity of the Secret Book of Nine Tribulations’. 】 

[This reward is the highest reward for the current location, and you can no longer get any rewards here. 

】 

"Successful!" Wang Yi was startled, then ecstatic. 

"brush!" 

He didn't hesitate, and even didn't care about the flying palace treasure next to him, turning around was 

a teleportation to leave. 

One teleport is thousands of light-years away, and hundreds of thousands of light-years teleport in one 

breath, teleporting out of the area of "Ancient Chin Secret Realm". 

Then with a wave of his hand, a feathered alien immortal appeared beside him and said respectfully: 

"Master's master." 

This is the soul servant of an immortal servant under his command. 

"Turn on the teleportation of the Kingdom of God at speed, and go back immediately." Wang Yi ordered. 

"Yes." Seeing that Wang Yi was so urgent, the immortal foreign servants did not dare to hesitate, 

opened the passage of the kingdom of God as quickly as possible, and then Wang Yi rushed into the 

passage of the kingdom of God without hesitation, and then passed through the kingdom of God as a 

transit and teleportation. To a distant alien territory. 

Then he continued to open another kingdom of immortal servants, and teleported again. 

Send! 

Send multiple times! 

Without stopping. 

Finally, it was teleported back to the castle of the ancestors through the kingdom of God. 



Wang Yi's clone of the Void Zerg appeared in the castle, showing a slight smile. 

"I'm back to the Ancestral God Sect, even if I sit in the mountain, I can't do anything about it." 

Sitting on the mountain is strong and unpredictable, but in the primitive universe, you have to be a 

human being with your tail between you, and you don't dare to use too much strength at all. 

The ancestral **** teaches the strongest treasure "Colorful Aurora Lake", and if you don't use real 

power, you can't get in. 

"It should be safe now." Wang Yi walked out of the castle. 

As for the coordinates of the gods of the immortal gods under his command, they were discovered by 

the mountain guest, which was not a problem. 

Sitting on the mountain would not care about these immortal gods like ants. 

What Wang Yi didn't know was that when he first opened the Teleportation of the Kingdom of God, a 

side hall in the Blood Cloud Hall lit up, an endless and vast aura emerged, and a towering and tall figure 

walked out. 

He glanced around, and then looked in the direction where Wang Yi had left. With one step, he 

traversed the long span of space and appeared on the edge of the secret realm that Wang Yi had 

teleported many times before. 

Feeling the fluctuations in the space transmitted by the kingdom of God, he unceremoniously rushed 

into the space mezzanine, and after a while, he came back. 

"Divine Kingdom Teleport?" 

"I discovered the secret of my Blood Cloud Palace, so I left in a hurry?" 

"He is very strange, who is it?" Zuoshanke frowned. 

Judging from the clues left by the other party, it was not the strong ones he knew at all. 

"Have the power to defeat Heitian~www.mtlnovel.com~Is it suspected to be the super existence of the 

Lord of the Universe?" The guest sitting on the mountain returned to his Blood Cloud Temple and sat on 

the throne, "Is it the new Lord of the Universe, or The identity of a certain strong man?" 

"If my Blood Cloud Palace is leaked out, it will be a trouble too." The guest sitting on the mountain 

pondered slightly. 

"Look at it first." 

Zuoshanke is not afraid that other parties will get news to come and besieged him, after all, he is really 

Zuoshanke. 

Not to mention a group of cosmic masters coming together, even a group of the strongest in the 

universe can't help him. 

The guest sitting on the mountain looked outside the palace again, "In order to avoid accidents, let 

those little guys hide first." 



"Chichi..." His appearance began to change. He was wearing a blood-red shirt, with a pair of golden 

horns and a mask. His tail was sticking out from the skirt, sweeping slightly, exuding endless Killing 

breath. 

This is the Hall Master of Blood Cloud, the notorious existence of evil in the universe. 

Chapter 434: Start to rush 

Kingdom of God. 

"Get all the nine calamities!" 

"Hahaha...Finally, my human body has reached the perfect genetic level!" 

Wow... 

The endless secluded sea raises waves of hundreds of kilometers. 

And above the waves, a black-haired boy laughed loudly and stood in mid-air. Countless sea water 

surged from below, like countless ribbons surrounding the black-haired boy, constantly being absorbed 

by the black-haired boy. 

The extreme transformation of the genetic level has caused the divine body to also change! 

The black-haired boy began to grow bigger. 

From less than two meters high, it quickly became taller and bigger. 

10 meters, 100 meters, 1000 meters... 

The power of the **** in the **** body is also constantly increasing, increasing by hundreds of millions 

of times! Reached a terrifyingly turbulent point. 

When it became extremely majestic more than 90,000 kilometers high, it finally stopped. 

"Now my human deity is not inferior to other clones. It is enough to roam in the universe. The human 

deity alone is enough." Wang Yi's face was full of smiles. "But if you want the four bodies to fully exert 

their combat power, you need a treasure on the one hand, and a secret technique on the other." 

"Go and break!" 

"Go kill!" 

"Go looting!" 

Wang Yi's eyes were full of murderous aura, "The entire primitive universe and the future universe will 

be my battlefield!" 

"With the blood cloud beads, I can pretend to be another identity, and I am not afraid of being 

discovered!" 

"My secret method, my treasure, has never been used in the primitive universe!" 
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For example, Wang Yi, the lord of the universe, has never used it in front of outsiders, and Wang Yi has 

rarely used some of it. 

Jie Jia, Chaos Divine Wing... In fact, the blood cloud beads can be disguised, as long as they don't show 

themselves, they are not afraid of being seen. 

To put it bluntly, Wang Yi's goal is to become another "Blood Cloud Palace Master". 

Killing and plundering other races as a stranger, but will not cause disasters to the human race. 

After all, what does XX evil guys do have anything to do with Wang Yi, his human being? 

"Crash!" 

"fighting!" 

Wang Yi's eyes glowed, and at this point, he could finally let go of his shackles and venture into the 

universe once. 

"Zerg, monster, machine... Didn't you want to kill me before? Now it's my turn to trouble you." 

Wang Yi is not an open-minded person. The Zerg and other pinnacle races tried to deal with him at first, 

but he remembered clearly. 

"Come and not be indecent, this time it's my turn to retaliate against you. I guess you never dreamed 

that I would have the master of the universe so soon, right?" Wang Yi smiled very coldly. 

... 

In the hinterland of mankind, in a void in the primitive secret realm, there is a palace on a towering 

mountain. 

A young man appeared in the distance, looking at the palace. 

"The teacher is still in retreat." Wang Yi said inwardly. 

"I hope the teacher will break through next time I meet." 

In fact, Venerable Pangbo did not last long, and it was only three thousand years after Wang Yi came out 

of the Tongtian Pagoda. 

But Wang Yi had already crossed from the realm master to the venerable, and possessed the fighting 

power that rivaled the master of the universe. 

And Luo Feng was still carrying on the inheritance of life and death in the Star Tower at this time. 

According to the original history, he will continue to carry on the inheritance for three thousand years. 

... 

The borders of the four races of monsters, zergs, machine races and human races intersect. In a desolate 

starry sky, there is a desolate planet quietly suspended. On the planet, the light shines. After dissipating, 

a black scale armor is worn on the back. The strange humanoid life on the wings came out, and there 

was a foreign immortal next to it. 



It was Wang Yi's human deity and his immortal slave to the gods. 

Teleported through the kingdom of God, instantly came to this starry sky that is extremely far away 

from human territory. 

"This time, my human deity came out with the Yanxing Giant Beast clone." 

"Youhai clone sits on the earth, the Tongtian Pagoda keeps an incarnation, and the void zerg clone stays 

in the ancestral gods." 

Under normal circumstances, the human body is enough to cope, after all, many treasures are 

transferred to the human body. 

The black complex scale armor is actually a change from the robbery armor, and the wings are chaotic 

wings, but under the disguise of the "Blood Cloud Orb", it has changed a lot from the original form. 

And Wang Yi's current divine body structure and aura pressure have also become another life. 

Even if the Lord of Chaos and other human powers stood in front of Wang Yi, they couldn't recognize 

him. 

"From today onwards, I am the Lord of Hell, a silent lone traveler." Wang Yi touched the **** saber 

behind his back and grinned. 

Venerable Hell, named after the pinnacle treasure "Hell Knife", also means that Wang Yi will send a large 

number of powerful aliens into hell. 

From the perspective of the strength and aura of the divine body alone, Wang Yi is now an out-and-out 

Venerable Universe. 

Wang Yi glanced around, and the next moment his figure appeared in the starry sky beyond the planet. 

"Not far from the front is the junction of the four races' territories, and it's also where the "Brahma 

Breath Secret Realm" is located." 

"The Brahma Breath Secret Realm" is one of the largest known cosmic secret realms in the primitive 

universe, even larger than the ancestral mystery realm, with a maximum diameter of more than 200 

million light-years. I discovered that sometimes some treasures comparable to ordinary treasures were 

born, and many venerables of various races and universe overlords came to explore, but here is not 

comparable to the original stars, and it will take a long, long time for a treasure comparable to the high 

treasures to appear. For the Lord of the universe , This place has no value. If you want to get treasures, 

you might as well go to the Universe Sea or wait for the Primordial Star to open. 

But for those venerables and universe overlords, it is a rare treasure. 

After all, under normal circumstances, it is too difficult for them to get a treasure. 

The Primordial Star is only opened once in a long time, and the strength requirements are high. Even the 

higher cosmic venerables have to have three or two teams to enter. Unlike the Brahma Breath Secret 

Realm, which has always existed, and ordinary venerables have the opportunity to obtain treasures 

here, so many venerables Everyone will come here to get lucky. 



Because of this, the hundreds of millions of ethnic groups in the universe, and the strong from all forces 

will often come here to explore treasure hunts, gather many strong, and naturally they will fight for the 

treasure. 

Some, simply come here to hunt strong men from other races, kill people for treasure, very crazy. 

Here ~www.mtlnovel.com~ The environment in many places is threatening to the Venerable. Once the 

immortal gods fall into it, there is no doubt that he will die. Only the Venerable can protect himself. 

Therefore, there are basically ordinary Venerables who dare to come here to take risks. Strength. 

Wang Yi chose this place after careful selection. 

After all, it would be crazy to go directly into the borders of all parties to slaughter the powerhouses of 

all races, and Wang Yi's head was not dizzy yet. 

Acting too far reveals the strength of the Lord of the Universe, and it is easy to be besieged by the Lord 

of the Universe from all sides, and even the strongest in the universe will take action to kill him, a 

dangerous figure. 

But here, it is not that dangerous. There are many powerful people from all sides, and hunting is more 

convenient. Fighting and melee of various races is also common here, as long as Wang Yi does not learn 

from Luo Feng and engage in a battle to kill six thousand. The appalling actions of the defenders will not 

invite siege from all sides. 

In addition, the terrain and environment here are very weak in control by all parties. Even if they want 

to besiege, it is relatively easy to escape. 

"This is the first stop of my killing." Wang Yi whispered under the black scale armor. 

Chapter 435: Brahma Breath 

Secrets of the universe are some peculiar secrets that are naturally formed during the evolution of the 

vast universe. 

The normal evolution may be the appearance of planets, stars, etc., but because of some special 

circumstances, strange cosmic secrets, such as the size of the "star field" or even the "universe 

kingdom", may still appear. 

The original universe is the largest, oldest and most powerful universe known. 

The cosmic secret realm in the original universe has different levels of danger and different treasures, 

but the worst new cosmic secret realm in general can at least be the realm master to break through. 

The more advanced and terrifying, it means that some real cosmic treasures are prone to appear, and 

treasures that make the Venerable also heart. 

The Brahma Breath Secret Realm is one of the largest, oldest and most dangerous secret realms 

discovered early in the universe. 

The Secret Realm of the universe is also divided into different levels, and the scope of the area is also 

different. 
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The maximum diameter of the Brahma Breath Secret Realm exceeds 200 million light years, and it can 

be seen that it is huge. 

Even if you want to travel through the Brahma Breath Secret Realm by the means of the venerables, it 

will take a lot of time. 

There are dangerous places here, and in some places, it is difficult for Venerable Universe to enter even 

if he is careful to come out alive. 

However, most places are still relatively safe, but the possibility of finding treasures is also low! 

As we all know, in this kind of secret realm, the more dangerous and less people come to, the higher the 

probability of discovering treasures. 

Therefore, many venerables deliberately explore those dangerous places when they are exploring secret 

realms, and it is common for them to fall. 

For Wang Yi, exploring treasures is not important, and hunting those strong from all sides is his main 

goal this time. 

He hasn't forgotten that the killing missions in the sign-in panel and the killing value in the redemption 

function can be exchanged for things. 

It's just that there is a limit on the number of killing missions, but there is no killing value. 

With a wave of Wang Yi's hand, a fiery red palace appeared, and he flew in. 

"Although the Brahma Breath Secret Realm is large, it is divided into various regions." 

Wang Yi was in the palace, recalling the information he had received from the hidden realm of Brahma 

Breath. 

"Ninety percent of the areas are relatively safe for the Venerable. There are tens of thousands of low-

risk areas, more than 700 medium-hazard areas, 18 high-risk areas, and three extremely dangerous 

areas!" 

"Most of the sages actually mix in the medium-dangerous area and the high-risk area. After all, the more 

dangerous the place, the greater the chance of treasures appearing." Sitting on the palace throne, Wang 

Yi opened the star map of the Brahma Breath Secret Realm. 

There are densely packed, tens of thousands of light spots, and each light spot represents an area, most 

of which are white representing safe areas without danger, a few are green, representing low-risk areas, 

and a few are blue, representing medium Dangerous area, sparse part. The red in the entire star map is 

the high-risk area. The most obvious is the three enlarged purple light spots, which are extremely 

dangerous areas, and the environment is also very dangerous. Even if the universe overlord enters, 

there is a possibility of falling. 

Of course, the Lord of the Universe is very safe here, but the Lord of the Universe looks down on the 

harvest here, and generally won't come here. Even the newly promoted Lord of the Universe usually 

hides and cultivates secret methods to improve himself, and rarely ventures out. 



Wang Yi looked up at the light spots, smiled and said: "The venerables of countless ethnic forces in the 

universe are gathered here, including the Hongmeng, Zerg Alliance, Machine Tribe Alliance, Monster 

Tribe Alliance, Crystal Tribe Alliance, and Hell. The Clan Alliance, the Star Giant Beast Alliance, the 

Jiujiang Alliance, the Stabbing Ring Alliance... and so on, there are other common race groups, which 

add up to an extremely large number." 

Venerables are extremely important backbones for every ethnic group, even if the human race has 

accumulated over a long period of time, there are only more than 6,000 Venerables. 

But the Hongmeng formed mainly by humans has more than 100,000 nobles! 

Not to mention, there are hundreds of millions of ethnic groups in the universe, and the number of each 

ethnic group adds up, but the Venerable has become very ordinary. 

But this is also a different level. To the Lord of the Universe, the Venerable is nothing, but to the 

Immortal, the Venerable is still unattainable. 

The Venerable also has his own desires and pursuits, and he will fight for the treasures. 

Places like Brahma Breath Secret Realm are their main battlefields. 

The Huoluo Palace turned into a stream of light, reaching the speed of light in an instant, breaking 

through the space, entering the dark universe, and beginning to approach one of the light spots in the 

secret realm, which was a blue area named "Shanfeng Gorge". 

"In the red area, there may be more powerful overlords of the universe, but the blue area is where the 

Venerable can move the most." Wang Yi had an extra glass in his hand and smiled while drinking wine. 

If it's not for treasure hunting, just for killing, the blue area is the most suitable place for him. 

Huoluo Palace flew rapidly in the dark universe at a speed of more than a thousand times the speed of 

light, quickly approaching the target coordinates. 

At the same time, the ancestor god, Wang Yi's clone of the Void Zerg, dressed in purgatory armor, 

walked out of the castle leisurely, a teleport appeared at the fountain on Bauhinia Island, and walked 

into the water curtain. 

The inheritors from all parties who were secretly watching also hurriedly recorded it. 

"In a certain year, certain month, and certain day, the Lord Hunter went to accept the inheritance..." 

Things like this happen from time to time. 

And these immortal monitors are also used to Wang Yi to accept the inheritance in two days. 

"Venerable Hunter God is going to accept the inheritance again." The immortal monitors were very 

envious. 

"Accepting the speed of inheritance like this, I am afraid that the hunter will soon be able to cultivate to 

the sixth level or above, to the level of the overlord of the universe." 

Although Wang Yi has broken through to His Holiness, all parties still did not give up. 



As long as they don't become the master of the universe, the Zerg race and other peak races will not 

give up the possibility of stifling Wang Yi in advance, this threat to the future. 

But how to deal with Wang Yi is a headache. 

Without showing enough danger to make all parties aware of the seriousness, few ethnic groups are 

willing to pay a huge price to eliminate a threat. 

For example, if you kill a King Invincible who may become a venerable in the future, you have to sacrifice 

yourself a venerable, no one will do it! 

This is also the reason why the parties have been slow to proceed. 

To deal with the current Lord Hunter, I am afraid that at least the life of a top cosmic overlord must be 

given. 

If there is a clone, it's okay. If there is no clone, it means a complete fall, and the strongest person in the 

universe will be resurrected. This is also very costly, and it is difficult to find a suitable candidate. 

"These spies from various forces ~www.mtlnovel.com~ are still staring at me every day." Wang Yi 

appeared at the place of inheritance, sighing in his heart. 

The heart is not dead. 

They didn't expect that Wang Yi already possessed the master of the universe, and the clone that 

remained here would be nothing more than a cover. 

"Hmph, wait until I become the master of the universe before I settle with you." The clay figurines have 

tempers, not to mention Wang Yi. 

Killing the Lord of the Universe does not count, killing the Lord of the Universe can make all parties truly 

feel distressed and hurt. 

Even if the Lord of the universe has a clone, the fall of a clone is a heavy blow to the entire race. 

"Wang Yi, you are here again." Venerable Jiufeng, who was sitting on the meteorite with black mist in 

the void, smiled. He has become accustomed to Wang Yi's frequent appearances. 

Since Wang Yi broke through His Holiness, his attitude has become much more enthusiastic. 

"Yeah." Wang Yi smiled and nodded. 

Chapter 436: Lord 

The Secret Realm of Brahma Breath has been explored for a long time, and there are very few places 

without secrets. It is divided into different levels according to the degree of danger, and the Taofeng 

Gorge is one of the more famous among more than 700 well-known moderately dangerous areas. 

Because it and the other two medium-hazard areas "Silent Island" and "Phantom Lake" are almost next 

to each other, but in the end they are divided into three areas according to their characteristics. 

Like some places where treasures are more likely to appear, naturally there are more powerful people 

to explore. 
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It’s said that there are treasures hidden in the Brahma Breath Secret Realm that even the Lord of the 

Universe is interested in. However, because the Brahma Breath Secret Realm is too large and the place 

where the treasure is located is too hidden, even the Lord of the Universe can’t find it. This place is 

waiting to be discovered by someone who is predestined. 

This kind of rumors also attracted many venerables to come and explore, if you get a treasure that even 

the Lord of the universe should pay attention to, then send it out. 

Except for a few lucky people or backgrounds in the universe, most of the venerables do not mix well, 

and there are some heavy treasures on their bodies, not even a single treasure. 

So the treasures that the Lord of the Universe must value are enough to drive them crazy. 

Not to mention, other treasures are born from time to time in the Brahma Breath Secret Realm, and 

occasionally treasures comparable to the most treasures are discovered and chased. Every time, many 

venerables will fight each other, and some people will often fall. 

Huoluo Palace continued to fly in the dark universe. 

The so-called fixed shuttle area may be like this for immortal gods, because they need to accelerate to 

the speed of light a little bit, but for the Venerable, increasing the speed of light can be done in an 

instant, and you can enter the dark universe anywhere. 

Sanfeng Canyon. 

"call!" 

The space trembled, and a thousand-meter-high fiery red palace suddenly appeared, suspended in the 

sky about tens of billions of kilometers away from the vast and boundless canyon. 

A figure flew out from the fiery red palace. After flying out, the divine body quickly grew larger and 

returned to a height of 100 meters. 

It was a black scaly armor, with a pair of strong scaly wings behind it, and a sturdy tail fluttering behind 

it. The face covered under the hideous scaly armor showed only a pair of blood-red cold eyes. He was 

also carrying a blood-colored quaint war knife behind his back, and Ruoyouruowu's evil spirit lingered all 

over his body. 

Wang Yi looked around the endless canyon in the distance, and couldn't help but smile. 

"Fortunately, everything went well, and we arrived at another dangerous place...Shanfeng Canyon." 

Looking up, with the space-sensing ability of the Venerable Life, one can observe that the rows of 

objects that twist like long gray snakes around the canyon are the natural disasters of the canyon-the 

wind. 

Even if the venerable encounters it directly, the divine body will be harmed. 

However, if the divine body does not come into direct contact, it can be resisted with armor protection, 

but if it is caught in the oblique wind, it will be eroded by the oblique wind for a long time, it will 

continue to consume the divine power, if it does not escape in time, the fall is normal. 



As for the immortal gods, they are almost bound to die if they enter. 

"The maximum length of this Panfeng Gorge is more than a hundred light years, and because of the 

existence of Panfeng, many places cannot be teleported, so you must move forward slowly." Wang Yi 

secretly said in his heart. 

Teleportation means merging into spatial fluctuations, and instantly appears in another place with the 

help of spatial fluctuations, but if the spatial fluctuations are blocked or disturbed, even the venerable 

cannot teleport. 

"There are some treasures that often pop up in this Valley of the Wind, and heavy treasures occasionally 

appear, so it also attracts many venerables." 

"Next to the Valley of the Wind is Silent Island and Lake Mirage." 

"Silent Island is very weird, it has a suppressive effect on divine power, and the pressure on space is also 

extremely high. Even if the Venerable wants to transmit and communicate from a long distance, it is 

difficult for the immortal gods to move here, and only the Venerable can move freely." 

"The Mirage Lake can produce illusions that even the venerables can affect. The surface of the lake is 

okay. The deeper the lake is, the greater the power of the illusion. It is said that even the cosmic 

overlord will be affected in the deepest part. Feeling annihilated." 

"The two areas are not smaller than the Valley of the Wind, and there are treasures, and the venerables 

who come here to venture to hunt for treasure can often come across." 

There was a strange cold glow in Wang Yi's eyes. 

"Just choose this place as my first adventure in the Brahma Breath Secret Realm." 

When Wang Yi teleported, he moved to the edge of the gorge. When he got closer, he could see the 

gray ash belt of hundreds of millions, billions, and tens of billions of kilometers, like a snake over the 

gorge. Swim, but very strange, almost no wind appears on the ground near the canyon, not without, but 

very few. 

"Wow..." Shan Feng howled. 

You can also see pitch-black cracks around Sanfeng, which is the space where the huge energy of 

Sanfeng itself tears, and some spaces spread tens of thousands of hundreds of thousands of kilometers, 

like huge ravines. 

"If the Venerable accidentally ran into it, it might be difficult to get out if you get caught in it." Wang Yi 

observed the wind belt for a while and concluded that it was dangerous, but it was nothing to him. 

"Go to other venerables, just don't know, there are not many zerg, monster, and mechanical venerables 

here." A sneer appeared on Wang Yi's face. 

The figure flashed and teleported out again. 

Every time it is a distance of hundreds of millions of kilometers, and occasionally avoid some winds. 



It is about nine trillion kilometers, which is one light-year. Wang Yi maintains this speed and it will take 

some time to cross the Yanfeng Canyon. 

This is still a place where Wang Yi does not need to carefully explore or avoid some ordinary dangerous 

places. 

The speed of those who have to explore carefully is a hundred times slower. 

After all, the places where some treasures are located may need to be observed with the naked eye, and 

the divine power is difficult to find. 

If a carpet search does not fall down a corner, it is normal to spend tens of thousands and hundreds of 

thousands of years in the Valley of the Wind. 

And in an underground cave in the gorge about one trillion kilometers away from Wang Yi's heading 

direction, a few venerable aliens were gathering here to talk. 

In the secret realm, it is very common for the Venerables to take risks together, after all, they have a 

greater grasp of joining hands. 

"Recently, there seems to be no treasure in the Valley of the Wind." 

"Phantom Lake and Silent Island are also quiet." 

"It's boring." 

"Our Nine Domains Alliance has a lot less people." 

"The last time we ran into someone from the Fengfeng Alliance, fortunately, there were no casualties." 

This is from the venerables of the "Nine Regions Alliance", a superpower in the universe that is inferior 

to the peak forces such as the Human Alliance ~www.mtlnovel.com~ The Nine Regions Alliance, there is 

no strongest person in the universe. 

The Fengfeng Alliance is also a second-class alliance, and there are 19 universe masters in the entire 

alliance. 

Because humans and Zerg races are adjacent to each other in their territories, the hatred accumulated 

over countless years of war is incompatible with fire and water. Naturally, it is easy to fight each other if 

they encounter them in various secret realms. 

As for the alliances of other forces, when they encounter them, it depends on the strength of each other 

and whether there are treasures. 

If there are treasures, they will naturally fight for it. 

If the strength of one of the parties clearly overwhelms the other, in order to **** the treasures of the 

venerable, it will naturally start to kill. 

Therefore, in the Brahma Breath Secret Realm, fighting and killing are the main theme, but because of 

the discovery of treasures, there are relatively few falls. 

Chapter 437: Hands-on 
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The nine superpowers in the universe are the six pinnacle races alliance, the ancestors, the northern 

border alliance, and the starry behemoth alliance. 

The most fierce one is the Alliance of the Six Ethnic Groups and the Northern Frontier Alliance, while the 

Ancestral Gods and the Star Giant Beast Alliance are somewhat transcendent...First of all, the Ancestral 

Gods do not fight for territory and the world. As for the Star Giants Alliance, it is extremely rare. 

Ordinary star behemoths are rare to the extreme. 

Even where the "Starry Sky Behemoth Alliance" is... is a big secret of the universe! 

In addition to the nine superpowers of the universe, there are twelve top powers. 

Such as the Thorns Alliance, the Nine Regions Alliance, and the Fengfeng Alliance... 

The twelve top strengths, in terms of the number of races and the number of cosmic venerables, are not 

necessarily inferior to the human alliance, the monster race alliance, etc... but they do not have the 

strongest person in the universe to sit in! 

And in the Brahma Breath Secret Realm, all the super powers, top powers, and powerhouses of various 

ethnic groups gathered in the entire universe, and the number of sages is unknown. 

Or for treasures, or for adventure, or for fighting and tempering... A strong gathering here, coupled with 

the contradictions of certain power groups, conflicts and battles will erupt from time to time. 

When these five Venerables of the Nine Realms Alliance were discussing in the cave deep in the canyon. 

"Wow!" 

Tens of trillions of kilometers away from them, a figure is approaching like a ghost. 

Whoosh! A tall black shadow suddenly appeared in the void above the canyon mountain range, and 

then disappeared again. 

Whoosh! In another place, the black figure suddenly appeared and disappeared again. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! 

Every time he teleported, Wang Yi felt his surroundings a little bit, and found no one, so he left directly. 

Each time one hundred million kilometers, or direct flight, one day is about three to four trillion 

kilometers. 

In fact, if you directly use a long distance, you can instantly span an area of thousands of light years, but 

you can't find the strongest of all races. 

If you want to explore carefully, it's almost the same to teleport 100 million kilometers each time. 

The Venerable's divine power merges with the laws of space, and it can spread to hundreds of millions 

of kilometers away in an instant. 

"no one." 

"There is no one here either." 



Wang Yi was a little puzzled. "Although the Valley of the Wind is big, I have searched for almost ten 

days, but I haven't even seen a single figure. It's too unlucky." 

According to the distance, Wang Yi has searched in a straight line for more than ten light-years from the 

center of 100 million kilometers. 

But for a place with a maximum diameter of more than one hundred light years, which is nine trillion 

kilometers, the search range is not a big deal. 

In Wang Yi's vision, the Valley of the Wind is a relatively well-known area with more than 700 medium-

dangerous areas, and the Venerable should not be so few. 

"Either something happened to reduce the number of Venerables here a lot, or I was unlucky and just 

missed it." 

Wang Yi said inwardly. 

And at this moment, hundreds of millions of kilometers away, a team of five-member alien venerables 

just flew out of the canyon cave. 

It is very dangerous outside, you may encounter the attack of the sacred wind, but it is safer in the 

canyon mountain range. Generally, the sacred wind cannot blow in the canyon. Even if it blows, the 

sages have time to react. 

"Go, go, rest for so long, it's time to act." 

"Maybe some treasure will be born during our rest period." 

"Haha, the beauty you think." 

These alien venerables of different shapes and appearances talked and laughed, and flew in one 

direction one after another. 

"It's a bit far away from where we are going. There is no danger in this section of the road. Teleport 

over, right?" said a nobleman. 

"Okay." The other sages didn't have any comments. 

That direction is exactly the direction Wang Yi came. 

Above a piece of land, a black figure exuding endless coercion stood in the void. 

The whole body exudes an overwhelming icy and violent aura, as if there are stars lurking in the body 

that are about to explode, but the eyes are as deep and vast as the endless starry sky, and they are 

completely integrated with the surrounding space. 

"This Sanfeng Canyon is really big." Wang Yi sighed, "Only this kind of mystery can naturally nurture such 

an environment. In the primitive universe, places like Sanfeng Canyon are too incredible and almost 

impossible to exist." 



The canyon calculated in "light years" is indeed incredible, and it can withstand the erosion of the 

Tanfeng Canyon for hundreds of millions of years and the aftermath of the Lord's battle. This material is 

also very magical, but unfortunately it can't be used. 

The mountains of the Tanfeng Canyon are integrated with the entire environment, and they are affected 

by the mysterious energy to have such a terrible hardness. After going out, there are just some hard 

rocks. 

"Huh?" Wang Yi's perception was spreading in all directions. After knowing the complete laws of space, 

the teleportation distances of the Universe Venerables are much exaggerated, and the Universe 

Venerables can directly teleport more than a thousand light-years at a time! Even if it is sensed in all 

directions at the same time, it can cover a range of more than ten light-years in radius. If it is sensed in a 

certain direction alone, the distance can be extended a hundred times, that is, a thousand light-years. 

Wang Yi hadn't sensed it for half a month before, so he could only say that there was no Venerable 

teleporting nearby, otherwise he would definitely be aware of it. 

But as soon as those venerables moved away, within ten light years, Wang Yi's current sense of spatial 

fluctuations immediately noticed them. 

"The spatial fluctuation of teleportation?" Wang Yi turned his head fiercely and looked in one direction. 

Wang Yi's current state is like a spider spreading invisible silk webs in all directions. Those spatial 

fluctuations are like fluctuations in the air. When they touch the silk web, Wang Yi immediately feels it. 

"Anyone can use space teleport?" Wang Yi grinned. "And the teleportation distance is not far." 

It would be troublesome if the opponent teleported more than ten light-years away, but now the 

teleport distance was within Wang Yi's range of perception, so Wang Yi immediately grasped the 

opponent's location. 

"That place!" 

"One, two, three, four... there are five fluctuations in total." 

"brush!" 

Without any hesitation, Wang Yi also used teleport at the same time. 

call! 

Wang Yi appeared out of thin air on a rolling mountain range. 

And tens of thousands of kilometers away, there are five alien venerables who have just appeared from 

the teleport before they can perform the next teleport. 

The two sides discovered each other's existence in an instant. 

"Om~~" 

A powerful pressure filled the surrounding void ~www.mtlnovel.com~, and the space within hundreds of 

millions of kilometers was naturally completely sealed. 



"Space blockade?" The expressions of the five venerable alien races immediately changed, and they 

looked at the tall and majestic shadow that had just appeared. 

The black shadow is a hundred meters high, burly, covered with thick, pitch-black dense scale armor, 

carrying a blood-colored saber on its back, and a pair of huge and strong wings spreading behind it, and 

a thick tail extending from the back, no Stop shaking. 

A pair of blood-red cold and cruel eyes were staring indifferently. 

"No, it's the enemy!" 

The five venerable aliens immediately discovered that the person who came was not good, especially 

the powerful aura emanating from the opponent's body, which was definitely of a higher level among 

the venerables. 

With such a tyrannical breath of the divine body, and the opponent decisively attacked them, the 

strength is absolutely impossible to be weak. 

There was a bad premonition in the five venerable alien races. 

Chapter 438: Kill 

Hum! 

As soon as Wang Yi appeared, he immediately launched a "space blockade", and the spatial fluctuations 

in a certain range around him were completely suppressed, making it impossible for both parties to 

teleport temporarily. 

"The comer is not good!" 

"How to do?" 

"Very unfamiliar strong man, but judging from the aura of the divine body, it is definitely not an ordinary 

venerable!" These five alien veterans quickly communicated through divine power. 

Wang Yi has changed his appearance and the structure of the divine body, and the breath of life is 

overwhelming, so even the Venerable and the Lord of the universe cannot discover that he is the secret 

of mankind at all. 

"Kill!" Wang Yi didn't mean to communicate. As long as he wasn't from the human race, as long as he 

wasn't from the Hongmeng, he didn't hesitate to start. 

Clang! 

The **** sword was pulled out, and the secret pattern on it suddenly lit up. 

A powerful and astonishing evil spirit surged out surgingly. 

When the five venerable aliens saw this scene, they suddenly understood that a fight was inevitable. 

"Go! We have five, he only has one. We don't necessarily lose!" 

The five venerable aliens did not flinch and acted at the same time. 
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This is the case in the Brahma Breath Secret Realm, the strong usually try to avoid confrontation, but 

also when there is a disagreement. 

"Roar~~" An invisible shout came out abruptly from one of the alien veterans. 

It was a blue creature. It had a body more than 80 meters long. It had nine scythe-like tails slightly 

longer than the body. It had sharp and thick fangs, and white flames throbbed in its eyes. It was staring 

at the king. Yi, his whole body is still covered with a layer of white scale armor. 

Now it opened its blood basin and opened its soul attack. 

Bone-eating fish belong to an extremely rare group in the universe, such as the golden horn behemoth 

and the demon killing clan are known for their rareness. 

The rarity of this bone-eating fish is completely comparable to the golden horn behemoth. 

Such a rare alien creature... also has a talent secret method, and it is also a soul-type talent secret 

method. 

Of course, it is far inferior to the special life-defying creatures like King Chassing Insect King and King 

Veying Mirror. 

However, relying on the powerful strength of the venerable, coupled with the secret technique of talent, 

exerted extremely terrifying power in an instant. 

"Snapped!!!" 

On the other side, there is a strange life that is more than ten meters high and transparent. The strange 

life is hung with armor like colored shells. The armor is made of crystal clear and transparent like colored 

glaze. I saw its kelp-like limbs grasping a very long one. The colorful rattan swayed towards the tall black 

shadow tens of thousands of kilometers away. 

Countless whip shadows are layered on top of each other, the colors are gorgeous and colorful, covering 

the entire space, tearing out countless large black cracks, the boundless space restraining force 

oppresses and envelopes Wang Yi. 

The other venerables also started their hands. Eight huge black stars appeared in mid-air, each of which 

was as huge as a real planet. The law and secret pattern on the stars sprang out countless purple 

threads, which immediately moved the origin law of the universe, and thunder screamed. The phantom 

of a tens of thousands of kilometers high in the sky appeared in the sky, roaring and waving its claws at 

the enemy, it turned out to be a venerable person who understood the way of the beast god. 

The other two venerables also took out their weapons and turned them into two streamers, rushing 

towards the tall black shadow at an astonishing speed, and seemed to be better at close combat. 

Although the five venerables did not desperately burn the divine body, they all used their true strength. 

Unless the strong really want to die, they will not directly burn the divine body before they know the 

true strength of the opponent. Burning the divine body once consumes too much, but it takes a long 

time to recover, and no one is willing. 



And now, on the other side is an unfamiliar Venerable whose strength is unknown and mighty, and they 

can't tolerate their carelessness. 

"Two medium-sized cosmic sages and three ordinary cosmic sages." Through observation, Wang Yi also 

confirmed the strength of the opposing lineup, and said with emotion. "Furthermore, the combination is 

very good, giving full play to the characteristics and strength of the five." 

"Unfortunately, you met me." 

Wang Yi's wings flicked, and lightning rushed out. 

On the opposite side of Wang Yi, there was a towering body composed of countless cyan spar stones, 

about seven or eight hundred meters high, and a black icy mist permeating the whole body. There was 

another giant who looked like a wild beast but had eight arms and three evil spirits. The alien 

powerhouse with eyes flew at the same time. 

The size of the divine body also reflects the strength. 

The five alien venerables realized that their divine bodies were much larger than their counterparts, and 

they were one against five, and their hearts were full of confidence. 

Just then. 

A sorrowful, **** knife dashed across the sky. 

The Bone Eater’s soul attack fell on Wang Yi, like a mud cow into the sea, with no effect at all. 

When Wang Yi's divine wings lifted, he even more ghostly avoided the long-range attacks of the two 

cosmic venerables and directly faced the two alien venerables who rushed forward. 

"Blood and fire start a prairie fire!" 

This is Wang Yi's own creation of the pinnacle of the master of the universe, whose power is far greater 

than that of the master of the universe. 

Knife technique is a super pinnacle! Weapon is the pinnacle treasure! The strength of the divine body 

and the secret method of amplitude are the ultimate level of the universe hegemon! 

The light of the knife is extremely condensed, as if it can smash everything, directly split the weapon, 

and smash the chest of one of the cosmic masters. 

"Boom..." The space around Venerable Universe shattered, the center was directly shaken into the most 

basic stream of particles, and the whole person flew out directly. 

And Wang Yi's figure was as fast as lightning, and he slashed another Universe Venerable. 

"Boom!" The Venerable Universe wanted to block, but was still slashed by Wang Yi. 

The two dignified Universe Venerables faced Wang Yi alone in close combat but had no resistance. 

"My divine body!" The two cosmos venerables stood firmly in the distance, but at the same time they 

showed incredible expressions. 



"I am the Venerable Universe, and I am wearing a top-tier heavy armor, and the divine body is large. 

How could he destroy 26% of my divine body with a single blow?" A Universe Venerable became 

horrified. 

"Hahaha..." Wang Yi laughed, his wings vibrated, and he swooped over again. 

"Not good! Why did the divine body aura of Venerable Flame Kong and Venerable Shadow Nest become 

so weak?" The other Venerables also immediately discovered something was wrong. 

"He is not the Venerable Universe, he is the Overlord of the Universe!" A stern voice came, causing the 

hearts of many super powers present to tremble. 

Look at the tall and hideous shadows charging up with murderous aura. 

Overlord of the universe? 

However, only the overlord of the universe ~www.mtlnovel.com~ has such strength, easily against the 

five cosmic lords, and instantly caused two cosmic lords to be severely injured. 

"Burning divine power, fight with him!" There were all experienced old guys who had been in the secret 

realm and didn't know how many years. They saw the situation clearly and didn't hesitate at all. They all 

burned the divine body instantly! 

Even the two Venerable Universes whose wounded aura was greatly weakened, burned their divine 

bodies with red eyes. 

"Our divine bodies are all bigger than him. He is only one person. Even if he is the overlord of the 

universe, he may not overwhelm us." 

"If you don't fight, you will be defeated by everyone. If you fight, you still have a chance. You may not 

die, but you may survive." 

"boom!" 

These cosmic lords burned their divine bodies, their aura suddenly increased, and attacked Wang Yi. 

"It's really stupid. Do you think my divine body is only this big? I just used a little bit of strength just 

now." Wang Yi sneered and didn't care at all. The Venerable couldn't hurt him at all. 

Chapter 439: Fallen Lord 

"Foreign race, who are you, why do you attack us without authorization?" Venerable Universe asked in 

shock and anger. 

"It's really long-winded." Wang Yi swept around coldly. 

The attack just now was just a little experiment, and he didn't use much effort. 

The result fell within his expectations. 

The Arcana is generally divided into three forms. His Hellsword is only a trace of the power of the first 

form, plus the Secret Method of the Lord of the Universe, without any amplitude... it easily annihilates 

more than 20% of the two nobles. Divine body. 
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Like these ordinary cosmic lords, there are heavy treasures on their bodies, at most a few top heavy 

treasures, and they are far from the most precious treasures of Wang Yi. 

Like these armored treasures, there are defensive limits. Once this limit is exceeded, the weakening 

ability of the armor will drop sharply, and it can only be weakened to one hundredth, one tenth... or 

even directly shattered with a bang! 

Ordinary heavy treasures can be destroyed by some universe overlords. 

This is the reason why ordinary treasures are dismissed by the masters of the universe. 

The universe overlord is also different from the universe overlord. Generally speaking, the "universal 

overlord" who has reached the pinnacle of the universe's sage-level in terms of law perception and 

secret creation, and whose combat power is comparable to the most common cosmic lord, is called the 

cosmic overlord. 

But-the overlord of the universe who possesses the ordinary treasure, and the one who possesses the 

high treasure, the attack power is naturally different! 

There is also a difference between a human universe overlord and a heaven-defying special life universe 

overlord with a life gene level of 10081 times. 

The five Cosmos Venerables burned their divine bodies desperately, and of course Wang Yi would not be 

polite. 

"Second sword, broken star mark!" Wang Yi no longer kept his hand, his blood-red eyes shot out like 

real light, and the light of the sword rolled, like an endless blood-colored galaxy waterfall hanging upside 

down, covering a million kilometers ahead. , The world was also dyed blood. 

This knife is powerful. 

The eyes of the five venerables showed horror at the same time. 

"Do not!" 

The blood-stained sword beam spans millions of kilometers, and the vast space is easily cut open like 

tofu. 

"Boom..." 

The space within a million kilometers burst at once, and was directly crushed into the most subtle form 

by an incomparable force, including the Universe Venerable within the range. Those heavy armors that 

could not withstand such a powerful force shattered. And the divine body was wiped out. 

There is an essential difference between their original strength and Wang Yi, not to mention that Wang 

Yi also burns the divine body, which is 10081 times the pure strength of the genetic level, plus the secret 

method, the peak treasure attack...Even the armor defense is instantly destroyed. Destroy, let alone the 

divine body of the Lord. 

All annihilated. 

The five sages fell. 



A streamer flew over and stood above the canyon, looking at the rapidly recovering space fragments, 

and putting away some of the treasures and world rings left by those venerables. 

"Once upon a time, those lofty and powerful Venerables were so fragile in front of me." Wang Yi sighed 

with emotion. 

And his panel also appeared new content. 

【Killing Mission】 

[Kill the Venerable Universe: 5/100] 

[Kill the Lord of the Universe: 0/10] 

[Kill the strongest in the universe: 0/1] 

... 

[Kill 1 of the most common cosmic masters, reward 1 kill value! 】 

[Kill 1 of the most common cosmic masters, reward 1 kill value! 】 

[Kill 1 of the most common cosmic masters, reward 1 kill value! 】 

[Kill a medium cosmic master, reward 20 killing points! 】 

[Kill a medium cosmic master, reward 20 killing points! 】 

Needless to say, the killing mission was triggered a long time ago by Wang Yi just going to the outer 

battlefield. 

And the new killing exchange function on the panel, every time you kill a strong person above the 

Universe Venerable, a certain kill value will be rewarded. 

Currently, Wang Yi has 43 kill points. 

Replaced with the treasure point, it is about 4.3 treasure point. 

Wang Yi was slightly satisfied, "Just killing a few ordinary cosmic venerables will get 4.3 supreme 

treasure points. According to this efficiency, killing thousands or tens of thousands of venerables, plus 

exchange for the ultimate treasure, may be able to exchange for a strongest treasure. " 

"Unfortunately, this alien squad seems to belong to the Nine Regions Alliance." 

Wang Yi thought of a lesson to the peak tribes such as the Zerg, so that he could breathe out a bad 

breath. 

You can’t kill the Lord of the Universe now, I'll kill you the Lord of the Universe, the Lord of the Universe 

can do it anyway. 

... 

At the same time when these venerable aliens died. 



A remote place in the universe, within the territory of the Nine Regions Alliance. 

When the five venerables were annihilated by Wang Yi. 

The vast territories controlled by the Nine Regions Alliance, the starry sky where the Gammona race 

lives, have vast continents suspended in the starry sky. There are 36 continents in total, and a temple is 

suspended at the highest point in the center of each continent. 

This is the central sacred place of the Jiamona, a middle-level race of the Nine Realms Alliance, where 

many cosmic overlords and a group of cosmic lords live here. 

Countless tall and large Jamona people with purple skin live peacefully and peacefully here. 

One of the towering temples on the mainland. 

The incarnation of a cosmic Venerable is gathering as before. The disciples under the sect are giving 

them lectures, and those immortal disciples are also listening respectfully. 

The incarnation strength is extremely weak, but after all, it is the consciousness of the Universe 

Venerable, able to instruct his disciples and deal with certain things. 

Halfway through, suddenly Venerable Universe showed a look of horror on his face. 

"I……" 

Then, in the eyes of many disciples, bang! The avatar is directly annihilated and dissipated. 

"Um?" 

"teacher?" 

"How is the teacher..." 

Soon, after confirming the Lord's fall, the temple instantly became a mess. 

... 

The news of the sudden fall of a venerable from the Gamona tribe was uploaded to the other 

venerables, and even the overlord of the universe came to inquire in person. 

"The message has been confirmed." 

"Bang Bo should have fallen in the Brahma Breath Secret Realm." 

"With him are several other venerables of the Nine Realms Alliance, but according to intelligence, it has 

been confirmed that they all fell at the same time." 

"It should have been killed instantly, without even leaving any warning." 

After gathering intelligence information from all parties ~www.mtlnovel.com~, the super beings of the 

Gamona quickly understood what happened. 

"Able to quickly kill five cosmic masters at the same time, none of them can escape. It should be the 

cosmic hegemon, or even the top cosmic hegemon..." 



"I don't know what enemy Weibo they encountered, and they fell so fast." 

"It will be clear when they are resurrected." 

The strong men of the Jamona tribe have no idea of revenge for the tribe. 

First, I don’t know what kind of enemy it is, and the second is such a powerful enemy, they may not be 

able to provoke the Jamona. 

And the resurrection...has to wait. After all, their tribe does not have the Lord of the Universe. The 

resurrection has to request the alliance and ask the Lord of the Universe to pass it. As for when, it 

depends on the arrangement. 

After all, the resurrection of the Universe...Generally, it will be distributed in a centralized manner, 

assigned to a certain universe master, and then the master of the universe will only take action when he 

has time. 

Chapter 440: Northern Xinjiang Alliance 

Sanfeng Canyon. 

"The treasures of the five nobles who have just been killed add up to far less than one treasure point, so 

poor." 

Wang Yi sighed with emotion. 

Even, because the attack intensity was too strong just now, the armor and weapons of the venerables 

were even destroyed, and only the material of the world ring passed the test, and it was abruptly 

endured. 

Wang Yi teleported and disappeared from the same place. 

I don't know if his luck is back again, but not long after, he finds a breath in front of him. 

"Huh? Someone?" 

Across a long distance, Wang Yi could feel a strong wave. 

"Is the treasure born, or is there someone fighting?" 

Wang Yi thought to himself, and then teleported over without hesitation. 

... 

"call!" 

Wang Yi appeared above the gorge. Because of the space blockade, the place where he appeared was 

still some distance from the place where the wave came from, but the two parties fighting in the 

distance could already be seen. 

There are five sages on one side and three sages on one side. 

But Wang Yi found a familiar figure in it. 
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"Is there a Venerable Hongmeng?" 

Hongmeng is an alliance of many ethnic groups with the human ethnic group at the core, and there are 

still many strong aliens. 

And Wang Yi found a human being on the side with few people, the "Magic Clothes Venerable" on the 

first bank of the universe, and two familiar ones belonging to the "Baihe Clan", a vassal group of 

Hongmeng. He, but he didn't know the name, after all, he was only familiar with the strong of the 

human race. 

The races of the members on the opposite side are a bit messy and they are all different, but Wang Yi 

knows many races in the ancestor **** teaches Wang Yi, and still recognizes two of them belonging to 

the northern border alliance. 

"Is it the Northern Xinjiang Alliance?" Wang Yi frowned. 

The Northern Xinjiang Alliance is one of the nine superpowers in the universe. It is not inferior to the 

human race. Their general leader is also the strongest in the universe, the "Shihua Island Master". The 

alliance can stand shoulder to shoulder with other pinnacle forces. 

Northern Xinjiang Alliance...there are so many ethnic groups. In the open-air square of Zijing Island, 

Hongmeng's beast **** inheritors were generally over a thousand, but Northern Xinjiang Alliance had 

hundreds of thousands! From this ratio, one can also faintly see the proportion of the strong. 

"The Northern Frontier Alliance has two high-level cosmic sages and three medium-level cosmic sages. 

They are stronger than the Hongmeng. It's no wonder that they dare to do it." Wang Yi swept his eyes 

and saw the battlefield situation clearly. 

On the Hongmeng side, there are also the "Magic Clothes Venerable", a high-level cosmic Venerable, 

and the vassal race "Haihe Clan", two cosmic mid-level Venerables. There are some differences in 

strength, and it is not surprising that they are suppressed. 

Wang Yi did not hesitate, if he encountered it, he would do it. 

The Northern Frontier Alliance, although unlike the Zerg tribe and other three peak tribes, is not as 

powerful as human beings, but it also fought fiercely. 

The surrounding space has been blocked, Wang Yi is a human body, directly turned into a stream of 

light, and flew to the battlefield. 

The two sides who were fighting on the battlefield immediately noticed someone coming in from the 

edge. 

"Which party?" Both parties were surprised. 

There is a virtual universe to contact the strong men of Hongmeng, but here is not an army system like 

an extraterritorial battlefield. There are no communication channels and teammate marks, and there is 

no knowledge of enemies and friends. 

"We are from the Northern Xinjiang Alliance. We are working on errands and have nothing to do with 

you. We will leave soon!" 



A deep voice passed through the battlefield and reached Wang Yi's ears. 

This is a warning. 

If Wang Yi hadn't heard of it, he still rushed towards the center of the battlefield. 

There were more third parties for no reason, and the fighting Hongmeng and Northern Xinjiang Alliance 

did not dare to continue and separated at the same time. 

The weaker "Magic Clothes Venerable" and the two comrades looked at each other. After silently 

stepping back, they all saw the sudden emergence of the strong. This does not seem to be a member of 

the Northern Frontier Alliance. It’s not like that. 

The Northern Xinjiang Alliance also saw that the other party did not seem to belong to Hongmeng, but 

they didn't say a word, and there was no possibility of communication, which made them a little angry. 

"Which side of you are you?" A cosmic venerable from the Northern Xinjiang Alliance clenched his 

weapon and shouted coldly. 

There are too many ethnic groups in the universe, even if there are too many venerables in the Northern 

Frontier Alliance, let alone the addition of other ethnic groups. 

They didn't recognize the sudden appearance of the strong man, whose appearance was very strange. 

"brush!" 

The tall black figure flicked its wings, and suddenly drew a graceful arc, and slew towards a venerable 

from the Northern Xinjiang Alliance. 

"Damn it! It's for us!" The aliens of the Northern Xinjiang Alliance reacted. 

The eyes of "Magic Clothes Venerable" and the other two Baihe Venerables flashed at the same time. 

A venerable Baihe tribe with long purple fish tails and scales couldn't help but transmit his voice: "Magic 

clothing, do we want to..." 

"No, let's look at it again." The Venerable Demon Clothes wears armor like a dark phantom, is more than 

ten meters tall, and only shows a pair of star-like eyes. If he interrupts his companion, he is still more 

vigilant. 

The identity of the person who has emerged at the moment is unknown. It should not be from their 

Hongmeng. Although it is for the Northern Xinjiang Alliance, who can be sure that he will not attack 

him? 

Venerable Moyi chose to sit on the mountain and watch the tiger fight safely. 

And over there, the battle between Wang Yi and the five Northern Xinjiang Alliance powerhouses also 

began. 

At the beginning, the five venerables of the Northern Xinjiang Alliance burned the divine body. 

Although it only burns a little, it is also very impressive. 



They have lived for a long time, and they have seen Wang Yi's extraordinary. 

But before the cosmic hegemon, his body aura was basically the same as that of ordinary venerables, 

and even they couldn't tell the strength of the opponent. 

However, there are only so many cosmic overlords in the universe, and they don't think they are so 

unlucky that they will suddenly encounter one. 

"Dare to treat five of us alone. The opponent's strength should not be bad. Be safe and burn the divine 

power together to kill him." 

"Kill him! Deal with those in Hongmeng." 

"Palace Master Ni Tuo is nearby and will be there soon. We can't let Hongmeng escape easily." 

The venerables communicated so quickly, and completed combat communication in an instant. 

Without hesitation, the five Venerables burned the divine body at the same time, and together they 

shot towards Wang Yi. 

The terrible power surged, even time was disrupted and space was shattered. 

"Wow!" 

A figure rushed out of the shattered space like lightning, and greeted an alien venerable. 

"brush……" 

The black scaly life swung the scarlet sword in his hand, and the beautiful blade light was incredibly fast, 

directly avoiding all obstacles and slashing on the chest of the rocky armor of the cosmic venerable in 

front. 

"Peng!!!" 

The Venerable Universe opened his eyes wide, and the top heavy armor on his body was instantly 

shattered~www.mtlnovel.com~ The body was directly annihilated, and the momentum of the tall and 

scaly-clad figure remained undiminished, and the wings fluttered, crossing a tortuous arc, and the void 

There seemed to be a flash of lightning in the middle...accelerating again and rushing to the second 

Universe Venerable. 

The second Venerable Universe watched his companion instantly disappear in ashes. Before he could 

react, there was a shocking blade of light in front of him, accompanied by a whistling that could tear his 

soul. 

Venerable Universe was blinded, so he died. 

Following the fall of the two Cosmos Venerables, the other three Cosmos Venerables finally awakened 

completely. 

There was a look of horror in the eyes of the black streamer rushing over. 

But at this time it was too late for them to escape. The surrounding space had been sealed off. Wang Yi's 

speed was incredible. They soon followed in the footsteps of their companions. There were some heavy 



treasure fragments, weapons, world rings, etc. floating in the sky. Only Wang Yi stood in the air with a 

knife, full of fright. 

"Guru..." The three Universe Venerables of Hongmeng who had not had time to go far away swallowed 

with difficulty. 

 


